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part one: them
You exploit with kindness
We live with / in / around / precarity
We work with precarious resources
We work with precarious support
We work with precarious energy

You talk radical but your actions are not radical
radical derives from the word root

We work within intersections that require
everything but scarcity
We have non-negotiable needs that
are negotiated with
We are not expendable but we are
expendable when a budget needs to be cut
We understand how to budget, how to spread
resources so thin it becomes transparent
Here lies the problem
We are transparent but you are opaque
You are opaque as Whiteness
Offering to be transparent and having to be transparent for survival are two
very different things

to find a way back to the root but what if you’re
rooted in violence?

THEM theatres/galleries/
institutions
/systems/capitalism/
whitesupremacy/
ableism

maybe let yourself die for a rebirth
speaking of death(S)
how many artists do you think have been
lost due to ableism?
how many artists do you think have been
lost due to ableism, racism?
how many artist do you think have been lost due to
ableism, racism, capitalism?
how many artist do you think have been lost due to
ableism, racism, capitalism and so many more isms?
how many artists do you think haven’t
been ‘birthed’ due to all the above?

but i believe in reincarnation so those who have been
denied in this life, in this year, on this day will receive
justice. call it artist justice.

advocate for yourself & others

part two: us
make care so central to everything
make care immovable
so when it is moved by them you can find
it

be aware of where you ‘sit’
What is your proximity to harm?
what is your proximity to harming others?
does your art increase your
proximity to whiteness?
hold Whiteness at an arms length whenever
you can, don’t let it infect anymore than it
has.
Who is being exploited for you
to make this art?
who is exploiting you?
remember your art can never
sit outside of social
and political meaning
who polices your work? does that include
yourself?
hold yourself accountable
if you can’t because it’s harder than saying
the words, ask someone else to do it for you
internalised ableism doesn’t just dissolve
because of awareness

ARTISTS

ARTISTS

{artists in the
smallest and
largest sense
possible}

critique often judge less
be critical of your art
critique is curiosity to the what hasn’t
been thought of, forgotten, mistakenly
or erased
understand the limitations of art as a
tool for resistance. it doesn’t do the
work you think it does. but that doesn’t
stop it from being of value.
know your limits
don't burn out
don't burn out
don't burn out
and when you do burn out remember
the smell of burning so at least when it
comes again you have
a warning sign
because it will come again
,

interdependence
IS VITAL FOR SURVIAL
find your own rythms
then tell them
to others
so they can find
their own

ASK FOR MORE MONEY
ALWAYS ASK FOR MORE
BECAUSE YOU
ALREADY UNDERVALUE
YOURSELF

resist capitalist framing of
productivity AND TIME
joy
remember their is abudance of time
REMEMBER TIME IS DIFFERENT FOR ALL
ESPECIALLY US
get comfortable with asking yourself what
you need
YOU MAY HAVE NEVER ASKED
THEN beGIN TO PRACTICE BEING fiercely
protective of your needs
access JUST means care
ACCESS JUST MEANS CARE
ACCESS JUST MEANS CARE
SHOW YOURSELF YOU CARE ABOUT YOURSELF AND
YOUR COMMUNITy

rem ember
you are deserving of comfort
satisfaction
success
rest
finish nothing if you want
start project after project
see through nothing
see through everything

leave it messy
pick it up years later
break your contract
don’t sign a contract without your terms
being written in
what are your terms?
what are you needs?
what are your non-negotiables?
wha t are your negotiables and should they
be non-negotiables?

if you can’t be an artist safely don’t be. i don't want to say that. but i prefer
you to not die, i want you to experience joy and pleasure more than
anything in the world, but i suppose being an artist gives you pleasure. that
pleasure of ‘liveness’ that ‘liveness’ that helps to combat/counter/
balance/help the numbness of that trauma and that trauma and that
trauma.
if you can’t be an artist don’t be and don’t ever forget it was never about
you and your ‘lack’
it was always about them

You have power
you know how i know?
to sustain within precarity is powerful
so just remember when the access to abundance
is broken…free
remember you like everyone
else deserves
to live as an artist COMFORTABLY.
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